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Spring into Giving

In an effort to promote herself, others,
and the spirit of giving, Tamee Shonk
hosts the first Spring Fling Craft and
Vendor Show in Fairmount, Ind. Page 3

Problems in our
backyard

The United States isn’t exempt when
it comes to human rights violations,
according to U.N. report. Page 4

Piracy and the future of the
ent-arr-tainment industry.
With piracy established as part of the
Internet’s architecture, the question
becomes one of impact. Page 5

Spring fashion
files 2014

Does your wardrobe need a lift? Check out
these tips for vibrant spring outfits. Page 6

An updated ‘Dido
and Aeneas’

Taylor Opera Theatre’s retelling
of the classic Baroque opera has
scandal and social media. Page 8

The Unexpected Path

Mary Komy discusses the unexpected
paths which lead her to Christ, America,
and Taylor University. Page 9

Equality, not
objectification

Women look to have equality not objectification all over the world. Page 10

Men’s golf fights
weather conditions

The TU men’s golf team has some firepower
but Monday’s storms calmed the flames
briefly in the NAIA Classic. Page 12
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A combination of shifting
“Very quickly, we used up the half
demographics and rising costs makes A recent financial crunch has forced surplus, according to Stephen Olson,
Taylor to tighten its belt a notch—and vice president for finance and chief fi- a million dollars, and that’s when we
for a challenging higher ed market
take a look at strategies for the sus- nancial officer at Taylor.
had to make cuts,” Olson said. “It’s very
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‘I am just

Jeffry’
Kari Travis

Co-Editor in Chief

Just over a year ago he sat in his
rusty Hyundai outside a McDonald’s
in Marion. It was past midnight. He
was exhausted, but that didn’t matter.
Because sleep couldn’t ease the
weariness of his heart.
He turned off the car, the engine growl falling off into the silent
screams of words he was trying to
say. He’d lived in denial for years. He’d
smothered the truth for months.
But here it was—the painful fact—
in all its raw confusion.
It choked him. He swallowed it back
several times. A breath burst from his
constricted lungs. Then it came.
Jeffry Neuhouser told me he
was gay.
The word was overwhelming, but
the truth didn’t change our friendship. I told him so. We sat in silence
together, tears marking shiny trails
down our cheeks.
My next statement came after
several minutes lapsed. It surprised
us both.
“One day you will be a great encouragement to others who share
your story.”
Despite my own declaration, I was
shocked when Jeffry began preparations a few months later to write an
open confession—letter style—to his
Taylor University family.
Yesterday, that letter appeared
across campus. Those pages describe
a life story Jeffry hopes will pave the

tainability of its liberal arts education.
With tuition costs raised to satisfy a demanding budget, the university was able to generate an extra $1.8
million for the 2014-15 year. But that
financial buffer soon gave way to escalating costs that chewed away the

Higher financial aid awards immediately saw $1.2 to $1.3 million subtracted from the $1.8 million. With
only $500,000 left to cover a pay raise
for staff and a hike in health care
costs, the university faced a financial
dilemma.

simple math from one perspective.”
University officials determined an
additional $1 million in savings was
needed to shore up finances. But even
after a task force scraped together
$650,000 of the required savings, other cuts were necessary.
Storm continued on page 2

The Unspoken
Editor’s Note: This is the first article

in a series that will explore issues often
viewed as too sensitive for public
discussion. Our intent as a newspaper
is not to provoke controversy, but rather
to spur on authentic dialogue and
positive vulnerability among Taylor’s
students. The story below tackles the
topic of what it is like to be a gay
student on our campus. It is written
as a narrative feature for the sake of
integrity and impact.

Photograph by Kari Travis

Jeffry Neuhouser released an open letter to campus this week and doesn’t want students to think of him as “just gay.”

way for others who share his struggle—and desire a chance to be vulnerable about their own experiences.
But Jeffry’s journey since that winter night exposes the mental, emotional and spiritual complexity of
another picture.
A picture of what it is to be a gay
student at a Christian university.
In many ways, it seems a lifetime
since that first conversation between
Jeffry and me. He says the road has
been painful at times. One of the most

difficult plot points in the story so far
has been the moment he gave voice
to his secret.
“There’s a lot of mental anguish,
getting to that point of telling someone—your first person,” Jeffry said.
“That’s kind of one of the biggest
moves you can make.”
As he worked to process through
the mangled emotions that followed
his confession, Jeffry also faced feelings of alienation within his immediate community.
“From my own experience, living in a dorm was probably one of

the hardest things for me as someone who struggled with his sexuality,” Jeffry said. “There was a lot of the
use of the word ‘gay’ as derogatory,
or as an insult. It just made it very
hard to feel accepted, and part of the
floor community.”
Professor Kevin Diller, Jeffry’s mentor and advisor for Choros—a campus platform for conversations about
sexuality—said false assumptions and
overstatements about sexual identity
are factors contributing to a “misfit”
mentality.
Unspoken continued on page 9
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After Pennsylvania school stabbing,
authorities and community ask: ‘Why?’
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Storm continued from page 1

In order to make up for the remaining $350,000 deficit, Taylor decided
to discontinue three full-time positions in the Educational Technology
Center, Facility Services and Student Development. A part-time job
within the Registrar’s Office was also
discontinued.
Additional savings were made
through the retirement of four individuals from Alumni and Parent Relations, the library, the provost’s office
and Information Technology. Those
positions will not be replaced.
“To the four people who are retiring, we are grateful for their faithful
service,” said Taylor President Eugene
Habecker. “To the four people who fill
the positions that are being discontinued, this was a very difficult decision to make—and I know it is (a)
significant hardship for them.”
Attempts to provide as much notice
and transition assistance as possible
were made to those whose jobs were
discontinued, Habecker said. All offices affected by the cuts have been
directed to ensure essential services
are still provided to students, faculty
and staff, according to the university.
In an economy where conditions
are driving the costs of college education higher, Taylor isn’t the only

It’s that time of year. High schoolers
flood Taylor’s campus as Youth Conference begins. Dorms are packed to

FRIDAY

CBS names Colbert as
Letterman replacement
www.usatoday.com

U.S. seizes cattle in rare fight over
federal land use in Nevada
www.reuters.com

Aircraft Detects Possible
Signal in Flight 370 Search
www.abcnews.go.com

university looking for ways to balance the budget while still maintaining quality. Peer universities within
the Council for Christian Colleges and
Universities (CCCU) are suffering similar financial straits, according to university Provost Jeff Mosier.
Anderson University, a sister institution near Taylor, suffered a 7 percent dip in enrollment over the past
three years, an event that forced the
institution to seek $3 million in budget cuts. Similarly, Houghton College,
a private Christian institution in New
York, cut 10-15 percent of its academic budget for the 2014-15 school year.
Other CCCU schools facing financial issues include Calvin College in
Michigan, Bethel College in Mishawaka, Ind., and Bethel University in
Minnesota.
“But at the end of the day, it doesn’t
matter how we compare against
them, it matters how we are internally,” Olson said. “Are we internally
structured, financially, to fulfill the
mission Taylor’s called to do? I would
say right now, yes, we are, but as you
know, we have to take $1 million out
of the budget next year to remain so.”
Mosier sees several external factors
that are behind escalating costs, the
most significant of which may be a
shrinking demographic.

“It’s like the perfect storm in higher education,” Mosier said. “Expectations for careers, the escalating costs
of higher education, the services of a
residential college—(all) are extremely expensive as compared to a public
or commuter school.”

average student receives a 31 percent
discount on his or her tuition due to
these scholarships, a metric known as
the discount rate. That’s a 9 percent
increase compared to 10 years ago.
Selling a liberal arts education like
Taylor’s in a sluggish economy is also
an obstacle to overcome, Olson stated. A four-year degree from a rural,
private, Christian institution may not
seem as valuable in light of the many
other educational options available.
“We have to articulate our own value proposition,” Olson said. “What
makes Taylor worth paying for?”
Convincing prospective 18-yearolds that Taylor is worth their while—
and their wallet—is the most difficult
challenge for the Taylor community,
according to Olson.
As Taylor seeks to increase enrollment and capture the attention of
diverse and changing student populations, financial demands remain.
Because the university is committed
to keeping tuition increases low, Olson said further budget reductions
will likely be necessary.
“I have a hard time imagining not
needing to do further cost reduction
in the future,” Olson said. “It’s painful.
But it’s something we need to continue looking at in the future.”

ONLINE
TEASERS

The weekend concludes Sunday
morning after a final session and a
lunch banquet.
“Our biggest hope for this weekend
is that students understand themselves in a deeper way and that they
are justified through Christ as long

as they have faith in him,” said YC
co-director senior Allie Sleeting. “We
are excited for Taylor to once again
open its doors to high school students
and actively be the hands and feet of
Christ right here on our own campus.”

Youth Conference
commences
Contributor
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Man blamed for crash at Fla.
Day Care surrenders
www.bigstory.ap.org
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Ally Horine

Youth Conference commences

TOP FIVE NEWS EVENTS OF THE WEEK

High schoolers and college students worship and learn about
God together during Youth Conference 2013.

Youth Conference kicks
off this afternoon

High school students arrive to campus today
to participate in Taylor’s annual Youth
Conference, or YC.

capacity and lines at the DC stretch
for miles. But for these high schoolers, this is a weekend to remember.
High school students arrive on
campus today to participate in Taylor’s annual Youth Conference (YC).
This weekend-long event includes
four chapel sessions, a service project
and a concert. The speaker this year is
Jeffrey Dean, a Christian teen speaker

“Are we internally structured, financially, to fulfill
the mission Taylor’s called to
do? I would say right now
yes, we are, but as you know,
we have to take $1 million
out of the budget next year
to remain so.”
To bear these costs, Taylor needs a
stable—if not increasing—number of
students to attend. Although Taylor’s
enrollment has been largely stable for
the past three years, according to data
from the U.S. Department of Education, the market for these students is
shrinking. To attract a broader demographic, Taylor’s recruitment efforts
must become more creative—and
more expensive, according to Olson.
To recruit diverse students, Taylor
offers a variety scholarships in increasing numbers and amounts. The

and pastor, who will be speaking on
the theme “Justified.”
“The idea for this theme came from
Galatians 2:16,” said YC co-director senior Dan Clemens. “We selected this
theme because we feel high school
students often struggle to understand the concept of not being ‘good
enough.’ We want to bridge the gap
between works and faith, and help
students to understand they are loved
despite their imperfections.”
One unique aspect of YC is that high
school students get the opportunity
to meet in small groups with college
students. Each small group is comprised of four to six high school students and two Taylor students who
volunteer to lead for the weekend.
Taylor students not leading small
groups also have the ability to invest
in these high school students by hosting them in their dorm rooms. These
arrangements facilitate deeper conversation and provide college students with an ability to mentor the
high school students for the weekend.
“I am really excited to engage with
students, and share with high schoolers that might not know the Lord,”
small group leader and freshman
Taylor Coats said. “As they leave this
weekend, I want them to know they
are loved by an amazing God, and to
get a taste of the capacity of what his
love means.”
Along with the sessions and small
groups, students will have the opportunity to participate in a service project tomorrow afternoon. This project
will involve repainting the walls at the
Indiana University Nursing Center in
Hartford City.
After the service project students
will have a session tomorrow night
followed by a concert performance
from Christian rap artist Derek Minor. This concert is also open to the
Taylor student body, and tickets will
be available at the door for $8.

Capturing Beauty,
Conquering Fear

Capture Beauty Week this past week
sought to empower women through
the abolition of fear. Saturday

Taylor Sounds
travels Europe

The Taylor Sounds Chamber Ensemble
taught high school students and
performed in Moscow, Madrid, Budapest
and more over spring break. Tuesday

summer

blackboard

details

• Completely online classes
• Span the summer term (5/27 - 8/15)
• Register through TOWER along with
your fall classes
• $350 per credit hour
• No registrar approval needed

courses
BIB110
BIB210
BIB313
CAS110
CAS120
COS104

ECO201
ECO202
ENG110
ENG230
HIS124
HIS125

HUM230
IAS110
MAT110
MAT120
PHI413
PHP100

PHP200R
PHP402
PSY110
PSY200
REL313
SOC220

more info

online.taylor.edu/summer

In The Loop
Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

YOUTH CONFERENCE
ACTIVITIES, 7-11:59
p.m., KSAC 110 Field
House

OPERA THEATER:
“DIDO AND AENEAS,”
8-10 p.m., SHM ButzCarruth Recital Hall

MOMENTUM
VOLLEYBALL, 5:307:30 p.m., Odle Gym
Basketball Court

TSAT SATELLITE
LAUNCH TELECAST,
4-6 p.m., Euler
Lembright Atrium

GEORGE
MACDONALD
LECTURE SERIES,
7-8:30 p.m., AEC
Classroom (ZON 109B)

EASTER CHAPEL,
10-10:50 a.m., Rediger
Chapel Auditorium

EASTER BREAK
STARTS AFTER LAST
CLASS

LOCAL

“There’s so much giving at Christmas. I want there
to be a way for the community to get out and give,
keep the donation baskets full, because people
forget that giving is a year-round thing.”
Spring into giving
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Spring into
giving
“A Little Help Goes
a Long Way”
Demelza Ramirez
Local Editor

When it comes to promoting a home
business, setting up a craft and vendor show to raise money for charity
isn’t usually on the top of a person’s
list of ideas. For Tamee Shonk of Fairmount, this is exactly what she plans
to do.
A consultant for the online food
company Tastefully Simple, Shonk
wanted to expand her home-based
business while at the same time promoting the idea of community within
her town. Experienced in organizing
similar events for the area schools
and annual Homemade Holidays
Craft Bazaar, Shonk decided a Spring
Fling would be the perfect way to get
herself—and others in the area—exposed to the public.
So the Spring Fling Craft and Vendor Show was created. The theme is
“A Little Help Goes a Long Way,” and
instead of charging an admissions
fee, Shonk decided to encourage donations at the door. These donations
will be split between the local food
pantry and the Grant County Women’s Shelter. With 22 vendors selling various items—from homemade

photo courtesy
Main Street
Fairmount, Indiana
Indiana Facebook
Photograph
providedof:
by Main
Street Fairmount,
Facebook page
page

Playacres Park has become a local meeting place for numerous gatherings in the Fairmount community.

crafts to candy and Tastefully Simple to Pampered Chef in attendance,
there will be a little bit of something
for everyone.
For those more inclined towards
non-edible items, two of the vendors
in attendance are Refunk the Junk
and M&M Pickers. They take people’s
unwanted items, from small household items to furniture, and revamp

and resell them, creating beautiful recycled pieces of art.
Shonk is also not afraid to give
a shameless plug for a friend. Just
down the road at 215 S. Mill St., from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m., friend and fellow
helper at Homemade Holidays Ourka Blackburn is putting on her own
little spring fling, entitled “3 Sisters
and Garage.” According to Shonk,

Poetry and Pogue: A festival
Celebrating Upland’s
very own poet
Demelza Ramirez
Local Editor

Unless you’re a “townie,” you may not
realize the little library tucked beside
the Upland City Hall has an official
name besides the block lettered “Library” above its doors.
Its official name is the Barton Rees
Pogue Memorial Library, named in
honor of the late Upland resident Barton Rees Pogue. In his own words, he
was “Pogue the polisher of shoes, paperboy . . . preacher, professor, poet of
the printed page . . . and publisher.”
The 4th Annual Barton Rees Pogue
Poetry and Arts Festival begins today
and goes through tomorrow afternoon. Wes Rediger, a resident of Upland, founded the festival in hopes of
exposing the public to Pogue, but also
in hopes of establishing the town’s
identity as a destination for travelers.
Pogue grew up in Greenfield, Ind.,
graduated from Taylor University in

1918 and left the state to continue his
education in theology at Boston University. He moved to the Midwest to
gain a master’s degree at the University of Michigan, and finally returned to
his home to write for The Indianapolis Times. Later, he signed on at Taylor
to teach speech and drama, working
11 years at the university. He served as
a member of the Upland town board
for 16 years, and at his death in 1965
was serving as the town librarian.

lectures and workshops, readings
and an art and poetry competition.
George Kalamaras, Indiana Poet Laureate, opens the festival today with a
poetry lecture and reading of his poems at the Gray Barn at 6 p.m. At 7
p.m., those in attendance are welcome to join Kalamaras in reading
their favorite or original poetry. Refreshments will be provided.
Artists will display their work on
Saturday starting at 9 a.m. in the
Community Room at Avis Industrial
Corporation, across the street from
Taylor.
Dorrel Harrison, who presented at
last year’s festival, will again be exhibiting his art to the public. This year,
in honor of Upland and the Grant
County community, he is presenting
3-D barn plaques, old barn boards individually sculpted and painted into a
small replica of a Grant County barn.
At 1 p.m. students from Eastbrook
High School’s Art Club will show off
their talent in the Upland Community
Church on Berry Street.
While the artists are busy showing

Wes Rediger, a resident of
Upland, founded the festival
in hopes of exposing the
public to Pogue, but also
in hopes of establishing
the town’s identity as a
destination for travelers.
Now his memory is honored
through the annual festival. During
those two days, there will be poetry

Weather Forecast
Designed by McLean Roberts

Today’s
UV index for Upland: 0(zero)-low

Weekly high
and low for
Upland
Low 29°

there will be around eight vendors
there selling homemade jewelry
and crafts.
“It’ll work both ways,” Shonk said.
“I’ll send people to Ourka and she’ll
send people me, so everyone gets
something out of the day.”
Even though this is the first year
the show will take place, Shonk
hopes the Spring Fling can grow

into something bigger.
“There’s so much giving at Christmas,” Shonk said. “I want there to be
a way for the community to get out
and give, keep the donation baskets
full, because people forget that giving is a year-round thing.”

off their skills and hard work, the poets will also be kept busy. For adults,
the fun begins at 9 a.m. in the Rupp
building of Taylor University with
a poetry competition, followed by
dramatic and humorous readings.
The morning will finish with a poetry workshop—put on by Donna
Downs, associate professor of media
communications.

In the afternoon, starting at 1 p.m.,
area students will read their poetry in
the Youth Poetry Competition at Upland Community Church. First place
winners of both age groups will read
their poetry at the closing ceremony
4 p.m. at Upland Community Church.
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Between worlds
A Taylor student gains
valuable education and
internship experience
in Washington D.C.
Abigail Pollock

World & National Editor

The Echo interviewed Molly King, a
senior international studies major.
She is currently participating in the
public policy track of Best Semester’s
American Studies Program (ASP) in
Washington D.C.
Why did you choose the American Studies Program?
This program allows me to attend
class two days a week and intern the
other three days. As a graduating senior, it seemed like a great opportunity to end my undergraduate career
in a place where I could conduct informational interviews with people
working in my field of interest.
Can you describe your
internship?
I am interning with the U.S. Senate. My responsibilities generally vary
from day to day depending on if the
Senate is in session or not, what issues are happening in the world and
what legislation is coming up for a
vote. I have been working primarily
with our foreign relations and health
care legislative assistants, doing research for them and attending hearings. Other responsibilities include
writing responses to constituent letters, giving Capitol tours, answering
phones and generally filling in around
the office as needed.
What is the most valuable opportunity this program has given you?
Being able to learn firsthand from

professionals working in my field of
interest has been invaluable. I have
been so appreciative of the generosity of time and thought people have
shown to me. My concentration of International Studies is in politics and
economics, which are pretty broad
fields, so to be able to learn directly
from someone about how they got to
where they are, how their faith shapes
their work and what it really looks like
to work in that field has been such a
great opportunity.

“No, it might not seem
as flashy or exciting as
backpacking in Europe
or living in another country,
but it has provided me with
a much better understanding
of how I can honor God
through my vocation.”

What are some differences between your ASP semester and your
time at Taylor?
A few people have described D.C.
as “the biggest small town you’ll ever
see,” and the longer I’m here, the more
that I’m finding there’s truth to that.
However, one of the biggest differences that I’ve experienced this semester between ASP and Taylor relates to
time and relationships. At Taylor, it’s
expected that you run into someone
you know everywhere you go. Here in
D.C., I’m at my internship from 9 to
6 three days per week, so while I see
people I know at my office, I don’t run

into anyone I know anywhere else. It
also means that it takes a lot more energy and effort to connect with someone after work. Because D.C. is also
a much bigger space than Taylor, it
also takes more time traveling to and
from those meetings so it means you
can see less people with less frequency. Community is just experienced in
a completely different way.
What is a memorable experience
you have had?
A few weeks ago, Andrew Whitworth, Hannah Anderson and I stood
in line from midnight until 6:30 a.m.
in 20 degree weather outside the Supreme Court. We were holding spots
in line for the law firm representing
Hobby Lobby in their suit against
Obamacare. It was paid, so that provided a good incentive, but it was after a full day of classes and then we
had to be at our internships at 9 the
same morning, so it was a bit crazy.
We also saw the protesters get there
in the morning. They were later featured in FOX News, so it was slightly
strange to have my life happen faster than national news could cover it.
Are there other unique experience you get by living in D.C.?
Other fun things have included seeing Ben Affleck at a hearing and attending the first real hearing on the
situation that happened between Russia and Ukraine in Crimea. We also
went to New York City for a weekend.
What would you like students to
know about the American Studies
Program?
I have been really thankful to have
this season of “in-between” to help
make the transition between full-time
college student and full-time employee. Having one foot in the academic

“The U.S. is adept at demanding human
rights change from other governments
while failing to meet international
standards itself.”
Problems in our backyard
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The American Studies Program gave Molly King a chance to intern with the U.S. Senate.

world and one foot in the professional world, although still an adjustment,
has helped me to feel more prepared
to transition out of college and into
this next phase of life. No, it might not
seem as flashy or exciting as backpacking in Europe or living in another
country, but it has provided me with a

much better understanding of how I
can honor God through my vocation.
I would highly recommend this program to anyone who is seeking greater clarity about how their individual
story fits within the greater story God
is working in the world.

Problems in
our backyard
The U.N. releases a
report pointing out 25
areas of human rights
concern in the U.S.
E. Patrick Neer
Staff Writer

Make a Global Impact

Live, Serve, and Learn in Urban Slums
The M.A. in Transformational Urban Leadership at Azusa Pacific offers students
two options: spend a semester in downtown Los Angeles followed by two years
living in slum communities at one of nine overseas partnership sites, or choose to
spend the entire program in downtown L.A.
In this integrated approach to leadership development and social
entrepreneurship, students earn their master’s degree while living among the
world’s 1.3 billion urban poor. Graduates emerge equipped as catalysts for
spiritual, social, and economic change.

42 units • Two-year program • Accredited by WASC

Now enrolling for fall! Apply by May 30.
(805) 290-0441
matul@apu.edu
apu.edu/matul

15744

It’s time for the global policeman to
take an honest look in the mirror.
The United Nations denounced
the U.S. for 25 human rights issues in
a report released Thursday, March
20, Al-Jazeera reported. The U.N. report’s initial goal was an assessment
of the U.S.’s compliance with the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR), according
to the Guardian.
Areas of concern highlighted by the
U.N. report were wide-ranging across
social and political issues. Racial disparities in the justice and prison systems were cited as a major concern,
as was the U.S. government’s use of
drone warfare. The drone program’s
lack of transparency and its overly broad definition of what merits a
strike both defy the norms of international law.
Sir Nigel Rodley, a British law professor, headed the human rights committee in charge of the report. The
widespread surveillance of American
and international citizens by the NSA
was an area of particular concern.
Rodely strongly recommended that
in response, the U.S. government develop means of restitution for citizens
who had been unfairly spied upon.
Walter Kälin, a Swiss international
human rights lawyer and member of
the U.N. committee, was one of the
most verbal critics of the U.S., according to the Guardian. He lambasted the
justice system for its penchant for
the death penalty and expressed disgust at the disproportionate amount
of death sentences handed out to
African-Americans.
“Discrimination is bad, but it is absolutely unacceptable when it leads
to death,” Kälin said.
Kälin also spoke out against the
U.S.’s willingness to denounce human rights concerns abroad while

ignoring abuses at home.
“This world is an unsafe place—will
it not become even more dangerous
if any state would be willing to claim
that international law does not prevent them from committing human
rights violations abroad?” he asked.
Even as the U.N. committee developed its report, the U.S. worked to
defend its reputation, Al-Jazeera reported. The report confronted the
U.S. on using enhanced interrogation techniques to torture inmates
in prisons such as Guantanamo Bay.
Government representatives, however, pointed to the implementation of
new laws that ended the worst of the
practices in question.

“Discrimination
is bad, but it
is absolutely
unacceptable when
it leads to death,”
In a similar vein, Mary McLeod, a
U.S. State Department official, explained that all the spying and surveillance brought into question by
the report occurred within the limits
of U.S. law.
“While we are certainly not perfect,
our network of federal, state and local
institutions provide checks on government,” she told the Guardian.
Not all are convinced.
Amnesty International representative José Luis Díaz maintained that
the United States’ responsibility to
human rights comes with their economic and political influence on the
world stage.
“The U.S. is adept at demanding
human rights change from other
governments while failing to meet international standards itself . . . (they)
must implement the recommendations of the Human Rights Committee without delay,” Díaz said.

SCIENCE &TECH

Clothing designers have started interacting
with this medium, printing shoes, jewelry and
even the “N12”—the first printable, flexible
nylon bikini.
One step closer to the replicator
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Piracy and the future
of the ent-arr-tainment
industry
With all attempts to stem
the tide of online piracy
failing, the focus shifts
toward piracy’s impact
on the economy
E. Patrick Neer
Staff Writer

While they may not wear peg legs
or roam the Caribbean in search of
Spanish gold, a new breed of pirates is
are sweeping the globe. According to
a study by NetNames, a British brand
protection firm, the number of these
pirates continues to grow, to 436 million unique pirates in January 2013
alone. This was a nearly 10 percent
increase since 2011. NetNames found
that nearly a quarter of Internet users in Europe, North America and the
Asian-Pacific region explicitly sought
copyright-infringing material in January 2011.
Even with the advent of legal
streaming services such as Netflix
and Spotify, the tide of online piracy
continues to rise.
“Over 300 million people infringed
copyright at least once,” said David Price, director of piracy analysis
at NetNames. “That’s an enormous
number of people. It just shows how
embedded this particular activity has
become in people’s lives.”

Nerdster
One
step
closer
to the
replicator
Katelyn S. Irons

Science & Tech Editor

“Tea, Earl Grey, hot.” As the words
are said, a glass teacup appears and

With all signs indicating online
piracy is a trend that will continue to grow, the question becomes
one of impact. What does piracy
mean for the future of the entertainment industry?
A study and policy brief released by
the London School of Economics and
Political Science found that online piracy, far from withering the creative
industries, has had a positive effect
on business. The study points out
that while there has been a marked
decrease in sales of recorded music
since 2004—a fact much trumpeted
by the music industry as the fault of
online copyright violation—the total
revenue of the music industry has remained remarkably stable.

A study and policy
brief released by the
London School of Economics
and Political Science
found that online
piracy, far from withering
the creative industries,
has had a positive
effect on business.
The statistics of precipitous decline reported by the U.S. Chamber
hot tea rushes into it, the perfect
temperature. The tea and cup materialized seemingly out of nowhere
from inside the microwave-looking
box, a replicator from the Starship
Enterprise. This scene featuring
Captain Jean-Luc Picard is a common one in the “Star Trek: The Next
Generation” series.
This is a technology one step closer to becoming reality. Now with 3-D
printing technology, we can create artificial organs and affordable tools. Inventors are working on creating cars,
clothing and even food! This brings
up questions and comparisons in my
Star Trek-addled mind about what
benefits and complications this will
bring to our society.
Replicator Tech
3-D printing began as a technology used to quickly and cheaply
create prototypes for architecture
projects. Now, printers have gotten
even cheaper, dropping from a price
range around $20,000 in 2010 to less

Graphic by E. Patrick Neer

Pirates have gone online.

of Commerce don’t hold up. The music industry hasn’t been experiencing
much growth either, sitting at an
annual revenue of around $60 billion
for the past four years. All the revenue lost in record sales was made up
in concert and publishing revenue. In
fact, even in other entertainment industries, the claims of devastation by
piracy have proven overblown.
The Motion Picture Association
of America (MPAA), another proponent of vilifying piracy, broke global
box office revenue in 2013, bringing
in $35 billion.

With many industry heads cracking down on any online access to
their copyrighted work, there are
those who have chosen to embrace
the collaborative on-demand model
that the Internet has fostered. Monty
Python of British comedy fame created a channel on YouTube in 2008
featuring high definition uploads of
its sketches. With everything available for free, Monty Python took the
power out of piracy by providing its
content on its own terms. The payoff ? Sales of Monty Python DVDs on
Amazon, linked from the YouTube

channel, have increased by an incredible 23,000 percent.
“For three years you YouTubers
have been ripping us off, taking tens
of thousands of our videos and putting them on YouTube,” stated Monty Python’s channel on its “About”
page. “Now the tables are turned. . . .
We’re letting you see absolutely everything for free. So there! But we want
something in return . . . we want you
to click on the links, buy our movies & TV shows and soften our pain
and disgust at being ripped off all
these years.”

than $1,000 in 2013. This allows individuals instead of just corporations
to get their hands on the technology
and start creating.
As the price continues to go down,
3-D printers could become as popular as replicators are in the “Star Trek”
fictional future, with more options to
print. Instead of buying products on
Amazon, we could be buying designs
for our printers, so the less techy can
still print cool items. Currently, there
are many free designs on websites
like Thingverse.com, but if this idea
catches on, the market will probably
become more competitive.
Clothing designers have started interacting with this medium,
printing shoes, jewelry and even the
“N12”—the first printable, flexible nylon bikini.
In addition to printing clothing
and items, 3-D printing has taken a
yummy turn; after NASA began funding a project to create a 3-D printer
for food, everyone wanted in on the
deal. A Kickstarter campaign to fund

a 3-D printer called “Foodini” raised
$1 million in just one day. These printers differ from the fictional replicators in that they require the user to
fill capsules with ingredients before
they begin printing.
These advancements will mean a
huge change in commerce and business over the next hundred years. It
will signal not only the end to brickand-mortar stores, but the reshaping
of e-commerce as well. What is the
point of buying something online if
you can just make it in your home?
There are definite concerns for these
machines, however.

weapon.
There are several laws in place
against making and using 3-D printed guns, but this does not actually
prevent their creation. These weapons would be completely undetectable through metal detectors and
thus would allow them to enter environments considered secure.
As we explore the new abilities of
3-D printing technology, we continue to find its dangers and problems.
The question is how our government
is going to step in and regulate this
tech’s powerful abilities.
The ability to create anything
within your home or office is a step
toward ending hunger; toward flattening manufacturing costs; toward allowing us to enter into a
civilization that honors accomplishments more than money, just like in
“Star Trek.”
Will we use it for good? Only time
will tell. Engage.

Governmental Oversight
In the fictional realm of “Star Trek,”
Starfleet oversees the building and
implementing of replicators to keep
unauthorized replication of weapons
and other dangerous substances from
being created without governmental
knowledge. Here in the U.S., we have
very little ability to control whether
or not someone attempts to print a

Celebrate Earth Month responsibly
Katelyn S. Irons

Science & Tech Editor

Sometimes we need a reminder to
appreciate some of the most important things in life. April is Earth
Month, the month when we can
celebrate the earth that God has
given us to use. Here are some
tips on how to live responsibly
green this month and throughout
the year.

Reduce

Just use less.
Water and electricity were emphasized during Taylor’s annual Sustain-TU-gether green competition,
but reducing our use of resources is
important elsewhere as well. Reducing electricity can be as easy as unplugging things when they aren’t in
use and turning off lights.
The next step is taking advantage

of the spring and opting for open windows instead of A/C. Just make sure
you can actually turn off your A/C
unit (Breuninger cannot) so you aren’t conditioning the outdoors. The
main point is think responsibly about
how much you’re using.

Reuse

Think about creative ways to rework
items.
If you go to the Grille, you probably
have a hundred plastic bags in your
room. Bundle them up and use them
as garbage can liners.
If you use paper in class to doodle, why not use the back of your last
paper or exam? Don’t just recycle—
use less.
Sell your gently used items online
instead of throwing them out. At the
end of the semester, there is a lot of
stuff that is thrown away. Plan ahead
and post pictures and prices (or the

magic word FREE) on Ebay or Facebook groups like “Free & For Sale.”

Recycle

Don’t throw it out unless you have to.
When buying something consider whether or not the packaging is
recyclable. Instead of using aerosol
air fresheners, use a plug-in (many of
which are made of recyclable materials and are non-polluting) or potpourri (which is easily disposed of
and organic).
Grille plastic cups, yogurt containers and even some coffee cups are
recyclable. The important part is to
rinse them out and recycle the paper
cup separately from the plastic lid.
Some students have complained
about there not being enough options to recycle in the dorms, with
items like batteries and other types
of metals not being accepted in the
bins. However, the Boyd Building,

Photograph by Katelyn S. Irons

Earth Month comes just as the ground begins to soften and the snow begins to melt.

located by the soccer fields, collects
other recyclables like glass and electronic equipment.
Whether you believe in climate
change or not, be sure to celebrate

Have a passion for writing and all things techie?
Want to write a review of a new product or pitch an idea? Email Katie_Irons@taylor.edu.

the planet that we have been given.
Don’t be a user and abuser; don’t
just take up space and create waste.
Please live responsibly.

LIFE & TIMES

Professional dress is never a synonym
for boring.
Spring fashion files 2014
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We heard it screaming from a mile away. So here’s a
collection of tips, examples and fun new tricks for you
to use to spice up your spring wardrobe in both fun and
professional ways.
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Spring is in the

hair.

With the arrival of spring comes the need to spruce
up that hair style of yours. Give it some relief by
indulging in a new look.
		the hype is long fringe bangs. With this
look, you can rock an indie vibe while also dressing
it up to take a sophisticated feel. It’s versatile and
relatively easy to take care of. The biggest plus? You
can forget hair styling in the morning and let the
fringe make you appear put together. Just make
sure your hairdresser doesn’t get it too short. Stock
your hair closet with tons of fun floral bands. Those
beauties can save any look. Find them at Target,
Icing, Forever 21 or Charlotte Russe.

Girls,

{{

SpringFashionFiles

2014

Guys,

		while the fringe hype might not be applicable to you, the modern
pompadour is making an equivalent splash in male hairstyles. This look is also very
versatile and can compliment professional outfits as well as casual ones. Again, be
careful that you select a great barber so you don’t have to hide under a hat for a
month. Also, pick up a bottle of gel on the way home. You’ll need it.

The professional side of fashion
Professional dress is never a synonym for boring. Christina Johnson (top left) and Steve Apple (top right) share
insight into their personal professional dress.

Steve: I am wearing Clark’s desert boots, some nice patterned socks (you can’t see them but they’re

there), a pair of chinos from Urban Outfitters, a slim fit denim button-up from Banana Republic
and a hand-me-down tie from my grandpa. I find that it is both comfortable to wear and gives
a more professional look than jeans and a shirt. I don’t always wear the tie but tend to throw it
on to dress up the outfit and to dress it down, just simply go without the tie and untuck the shirt.

The fun side of fashion

Christina: Ever since I was a girl, donning anything my mother owned was a priceless moment. I especially

Not everyone loves professional fashion.
Hannah Riley (top left), Gerardo Lara (bottom
left) and Kaitlyn Weaver (top right) enjoy
carefree and expressive fashion. Hannah buys
90 percent of her clothing at Goodwill, while
Gerardo only shops at American Eagle and
Kaitlyn prefers vintage pieces.

loved her high-heeled shoes and make-up. They made me feel important. Today, I think of my style
as colorful and timeless. For days that are packed with work, classes, meetings and travel, comfort
is a necessity. Basic black (or dark denim) pants with a vibrant top and necklace paired with a
neutral shoe usually works best. Not to mention it’s appropriate for every situation.

“

”

It is possible to look professional and still be comfortable.
-Steve Apple

Advice from the

Experts

New trends usually begin on the runway. Designers throw something outrageous on a model, and the looks
catch the interest of the public. As the trends grow and filter through individuals, groups add tweaks and twists
to the original look, landing a finished product in stores that raves across the globe. Check out some of the
themes that rocked the runway during the 2014 spring Fashion Week.

New pant trends

Unfortunately, the skinny jean may be fading out of the fashion spotlight. The widelegged trouser is threatening to outshine it. This look is no longer just for the office,
but for everyday fashion. Single striped pants are also in high demand. These pants
have just a single thick stripe down the side of each leg. The look is classy and just
might become timeless.

Color trends

As usual, pastels are in abundance this spring. However, this year’s demand is only
the lightest of pastels. Many of them almost appear white and the most popular
color is pink.

Men only trends

During Fashion Week, blazers and blue dominated the men’s runway, emphasizing
the power of the classic male choices. Overall, the color scheme of men’s
fashion remains darker. No pastels for you, men of Taylor. The theme of sports also
dominated styles on the runway. Wear anything that looks slightly sporty or color
blocked and you’re golden.

For a fun spring look,indulge in prints, patterns
and colors. All of their looks can be found in
thrift or mall shops.

my wardrobe as
“ I like toasee
way to express myself.”
-Hannah Riley

Your

style

necessities

The following three items are
“must haves” for every existing
male and female closet. Add
them to your collection for professional and personal style benefits .

1.
2.
3.

White Oxford shirt. Everyone needs one, so invest in a good one. It’s the
perfect office accessory that works with any outfit. The plus side? Untuck it
and trade in the dress pants for jeans and you’re ready for a night out.
A colored blazer. This adds character and personality to any outfit. Again,
a blazer works as a professional piece during the day or as a casual piece
for a dinner date when paired with dark denim. Make sure you also have
a basic black blazer in the closet before you begin stocking up on the
colored pieces. The basics are always necessary.
Personal accessory of choice. Whether it’s a watch or a variety of
statement necklaces, you need some accessory in your possession that
defines your outfits. Regardless of what your go-to accessory is, buy a
variety of the piece. An accessory can make a mundane outfit pop and
allows you to show your personality through anything you wear.

Compiled and designed by: Angelina Burkholder || Photography by: Kari Travis

A&E

There are no true bad guys and good guys;
everyone has a motive he or she feels is right.
And Captain America is the man out of time,
from an era where everything seemed black
and white.
A super-satisfying ‘Captain America’
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A new ‘Dido’
for a new era
Taylor revises Baroque
opera for the 21st century
David Seaman
A&E Editor

Taylor University Opera Theatre has
updated the classic Baroque opera
“Dido and Aeneas” for the 21st century. With an emphasis on a culture
where social media and gossip define love, this “Dido” is both relevant
and timeless in its themes of love and
loss. Employing collaboration from
the theater and art departments in
areas of stage management, lighting
and design, this classic tale of tragic
romance looks and sounds fantastic.
The first opera in the English language, Henry Purcell’s “Dido and
Aeneas” premiered in 1688 but did
not gain true appreciation until
the 20th century. With dance music and stylized Greek choruses, the
opera can easily connect an audience to the stage action and is prime
for reinterpretations.
Based on the Greek legend “The
Aeneid” by Virgil, the opera tells
the story of the love between Dido,
Queen of Carthage, and Aeneas, a
Trojan warrior. Except here, there
are no queens or warriors, at least
not in Greek terms; Dido is recast as
a fashion designer and her beloved
Aeneas is a charming politician. The
villains in the original tale and opera
are sorcerers and enchantresses, but
in this version it is the paparazzi and
tabloid reporters. Setting up the romance only to ruin it, the reporters
and press create a scandal through
magazines and Facebook, intending
to boost sales.
Opera and stage director Conor
Angell describes his vision for the
retelling. “Purcell’s opera is a vehicle for exploring our culture’s fascination with celebrity and public

photograph by Luke Lines

The cast of “Dido and Aeneas” line up to perform.

image,” he explains. “(It) depicts society’s love for capturing moments:
Social media allows us to share messages—whether true or false—more
effectively than ever.”
Along with these important
themes, “Dido and Aeneas” boasts
impressive production quality. The
set moves convincingly from parties
to parks to the evil paparazzi lair. The
chorus sings haunting melodies at
crucial moments, elevating the play
to grandiose emotional levels. But
there is humor here to bring things

down to earth, and the contrast between humor and sadness makes the
opera more relatable. Screens show
the scandal unfolding through social
and print media, and the opera brilliantly has paparazzi sneak around
the corner and take pictures of the
events on stage.
Senior Courtney Jameson and
freshman Howard Lee perform the
title roles, showcasing great range
in their voices. Senior Haley Kurr, junior Sarah Kline, sophomores Emma
Helfgott, Josh Duch and Ye Jong Yoo

and freshmen Meghan Gamble, Diana Romeo and Hyung Jin Park fill
out the lead roles, along with others
in background parts. The great vocals are backed up by a tremendous
string section from the Taylor Symphony Orchestra.
The production also features the
talents of recent graduates Ryan Maloney in set design and Sara Phillips
in costumes, as well as senior Brianna Wyatt in choreography and sophomore Leah Murphy in hair and
makeup. Music professor Patricia

Robertson is the music director.
With a duration of just under an
hour, “Dido and Aeneas” is a brief
but revealing work. Bringing the classic story to a whole new generation,
“Dido” showcases the finest from the
Taylor Opera Theatre.
“Dido and Aeneas” will be performed on April 11 and 12 at 8 p.m.
in the Butz-Carruth Recital Hall in
the Smith-Hermanson Music Building. Tickets are $10 and can be reserved at the music office or bought
at the door.

Taylor orchestra
goes to Ireland
Orchestra visited the
Emerald Isle over
spring break
Alycia Timm

A super-satisfying ‘Captain America’
Captain America battles the Winter Soldier.

Superhero sequel is
engaging and entertaining
David Seaman
A&E Editor

After the slight disappointments of
“Thor: The Dark World” and “Iron Man
3,” “Captain America: The Winter Soldier” is a pleasant surprise. Because it
touches on relevant themes relating
to national security and freedom and
features fantastic action scenes, “The
Winter Soldier” is the best of the post“Avengers” films so far.
It’s been a few years since Steve
Rogers, aka Captain America, was
unfrozen from ice and led the Avengers in defeating an alien invasion.
Now living peacefully in Washington, D.C., Cap occasionally takes the
odd special-ops mission from espionage agency S.H.I.E.L.D. All Cap really
wants to do is adjust to the modern
world. But when he learns of dangerous new S.H.I.E.L.D. technology,
Captain America begins to wonder
whether the America he has been
fighting for is worth the price of freedom. The super-soldier must team up
with the Black Widow and new ally
Falcon in order to prevent S.H.I.E.L.D.
and America from falling to deception, along with stopping an unexpected person from the past.
With new directors and a new era,
“The Winter Soldier” is tonally very
different from its predecessor “The
First Avenger.” If that film represented
“Star Wars: A New Hope” for the franchise, presenting an old-fashioned

war flick with defined lines between
heroes and villains, then “The Winter
Soldier” is “The Empire Strikes Back.”
Darker and more action-packed, this
new Captain America film is willing
to explore the gray areas of keeping America free no matter the cost.
There are no true bad guys and good
guys; everyone has a motive he or
she feels is right. And Captain America is the man out of time, from an
era where everything seemed black
and white.
The film doesn’t always explore its
themes of NSA-like mass surveillance
to its full popcorn potential, but the efforts are appreciated. What “The Winter Soldier” does well is tell a good story.
It’s fun watching Captain America and
friends race against time to stop an organization that has constantly evolved
while they have stayed the same.
The cast is certainly game for this
sequel. Chris Evans was all right in
the first film. But he impressed me
in “The Avengers” and continues to
do solid work here. Captain America
may seem invincible at times, but Evans gives him a quiet and lonely presence that humanizes the character.
He’s a man who wants to do his duty
in an age that has moved beyond his
moral reasoning. Evans is authoritative when he wants to be, but it is in
the the quieter moments where he
works best.
Scarlett Johansson plays well
against Evans as the Black Widow,
last seen in “The Avengers.” The film
wisely chooses to forgo a romance
between the characters, even though
there is potential chemistry. Instead,
a tense but supportive friendship is

fanalytixs.com

built up. Anthony Mackie is great as
Sam Wilson, aka Falcon, a counselor
who could teach Iron Man a thing or
two about the finer qualities of flying.
Mackie has a cool and confident presence on screen that steals a number
of scenes.
Samuel L. Jackson is finally fleshed
out as S.H.I.E.L.D. director Nick Fury.
I also appreciated Robert Redford as
Alexander Pierce, a senior member of
S.H.I.E.L.D. Redford is a veteran actor who could easily have phoned it
in (see Anthony Hopkins in the “Thor”
films). But he takes the role seriously.
In fact, the film feels at times like the
paranoid government thrillers Redford starred in back in the 1970s.
The fight scenes are coherent and kinetic. Directors Joe and Anthony Russo make sure to balance out the spy
games with pathos at key moments.
There are a handful of terrific scenes,
my favorite being where Cap and Black
Widow discover a creepy old foe. All of
this leads up to a climactic final battle that occasionally devolves into a
who-has-the-upper-hand-on-whom
situation. The film relies on stunt work
more than CGI and saves most of the
explosions until the end, but even then
it feels like overload.
Of the Marvel movies so far, this
is the one that changes the landscape of the universe. It’s more serious, more action-packed and is full of
Easter eggs for comic book fans. With
an insistence to explore new ground
in the superhero film formula, “Captain America: The Winter Soldier”
isn’t just the best Marvel movie in a
while—it’s the best superhero movie
since “The Dark Knight.” Go America!

Contributor

While many headed to the ocean for
spring break, the Taylor Symphony
Orchestra flew across it, arriving in
Ireland on the morning of March 25.
The trip itself wasn’t easy for the
group of 31 Taylor students and chaperones. Flights were delayed, and the
team ended up splitting into three
flights headed different directions.
All reunited in Dublin on Tuesday to
continue the trip with only a day of
sightseeing lost.
The first day, the team visited Malahide Castle before continuing to their
hotel in Waterford in southern Ireland. On Wednesday the team performed in a community with a strong
focus on special needs called Ballytobin Camphill Community. They
played a concert for special needs
children, their caretakers and families in the community.
“I was struck by how much people everywhere love music. Whether we were
playing in an airport, at a university or
at a home for people with special needs,
our audience loved our performances,”
said junior Claire Spychalla.
Returning to sightseeing, they
toured the town of Kilkenny and also
explored Hook Lighthouse, the oldest
working lighthouse in the world.
Thursday the group performed
at University College Cork and

continued to the town of Greystones,
stopping by Blarney Castle to kiss
the legendary stone. In Greystones
they met up with other Taylor students spending the semester studying abroad.
On Friday the orchestra played a
shared concert with the Greystone
Symphony Orchestra at Oatlands
College. The benefit concert was performed on “Daffodil Day,” a day devoted to raising money for the Friends
of St. Luke’s. The organization supports families of cancer patients. All
through the streets, daffodils and other items were being sold to raise support. The concert ended up raising
more than 5,000 euros for the cause.
The whole experience brought the
orchestra closer as a team.
“When you get a bunch of sleep-deprived people together for that
amount of time, you get so close and
so open with each other,” said freshman Hannah Rathbun.
Junior Joelle Reiskytl agreed.
“Being able to play, travel and live
with each other brought us together
in a way that is otherwise impossible,” she said. “You don’t get to build
many relationships in orchestra because you’re only playing in rehearsal, but this tour gave us a chance to
really get to know each other.”
The group had one more performance on Saturday before getting on
the plane to return to Taylor, this time
avoiding the flight troubles. The tired
students all arrived at Taylor late Sunday night, jet lagged and with countless new memories.

Taylor Symphony Orchestra in Ireland over spring break

photograph by Brent Gerig
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“When my family found out about my faith,
I was beaten and locked up so I couldn’t
escape.” - Mary Komy
The unexpected path
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Unspoken continued from page 1

“It’s very easy to understand why a
gay student would hope not to be
discovered in our culture and on this
campus,” Diller said. “There remains
a prevailing, ignorant assumption
that being a person who experiences
same-sex attraction must mean that
you are exceptionally sinful, perverted, twisted or hedonistic.”
Fear of personal rejection lingered
in Jeffry’s mind for several months—a
fear that he conquered, one careful
confession at a time. Sometimes in
writing. Sometimes out loud.
And always with a hope that those
he told would see him as a person,
not an issue.
When positive reactions came, Jeffry felt blessed through the love shown
him—particularly by his family. With
a strong support base developing, he
gained courage to be honest within
more public settings at Taylor.
During the fall semester of 2013 Jeffry shared his story more openly within Taylor’s Student Organization and
Choros. Those who knew him prior to
his “coming out” began to think more
critically about gay stereotypes.
Jeffry’s friend, Jake Owens—whose
relationship with a family member
had given him a negative perspective of the gay pride movement—has
developed a new way of thinking because of Jeffry’s testimony.
“Jeffry has shown me a respect for
the gay population at Taylor that I
have never known before,” Owens
said. “In other words, when I see gay
students at Taylor, I don’t immediately associate them with homosexuality.
I recognize them . . . like I recognize
Jeffry for all that he has taught me
about leadership, faith, relationships
and friendship.”
Last October, Jeffry sat in my office
and told me his desire to write a letter to campus, an action that required
much prayer and consideration. He
planned to spend several months
seeking God, while gleaning counsel and wisdom from several leaders
across campus.
Steve Austin, associate dean of student leadership, is among those mentors Jeffry contacted when considering
the impact of a public confession. Austin, who believes in the need for honesty within Christian community, said
he can’t predict the type of discussion
that will result from such public vulnerability. He hopes, however, that
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Jeffry Neuhouser wants to grow a safe space for vulnerability within Taylor’s community.

each member of Taylor’s community
will approach the issue thoughtfully.
“Intended or unintended, most of
us have at some point contributed
to others not feeling safe on campus
through our words or our actions,”
Austin said. “We do not have to all
be aligned theologically to grow in
discipleship to Christ and thus learn
and relearn to love others as we are
called to do.”
Students and other Taylor constituents must be willing to engage such
difficult discussions, particularly as
the subject of same-sex attraction
continues to impact campus, according to Skip Trudeau, dean of students.
“This is the issue of our day,”
Trudeau said. “Whether we like it or
not, this issue is here and we’ve got to
be a part of (the discussion).”
Although Taylor University takes a
clear stance on homosexual behavior in its statement on sexuality, the
institution makes a clear distinction
between orientation and behavior,

Trudeau said. Discipline has never
been exercised on a student because
of gay or lesbian attraction.
“I know that there are those rumors
out there because I’ve heard them,”
Trudeau said. “I’ve actually seen some
things online where apparently I’ve
asked somebody to leave for that. It’s
just not true.”
Additionally, Trudeau wants students to know that Taylor’s statement
is a way to begin—rather than end—
discussion. And while some students
with differing opinions have self-selected to leave the community, the
desire is that those with opposing
beliefs would be involved in open
conversations.
“I think with any issue, (individuals in) the Body of Christ need to be
open and vulnerable with each other,” Trudeau said. “If any student has
an issue they want to talk about, I
hope there are places at Taylor, either with students or through other faculty and staff, that (provide)

The unexpected path
Mary Komy discusses her
journey to becoming a
Taylor student, American
citizen and Christ-follower
Lexie V. Owen
Contributor

When you see her walking to classes,
talk with her about her career goals
or listen to her rave about Starbucks,
Mary Komy seems like the average
American college student. You’d never guess that she’s a United States citizen as of March 14, 2014. Her arrival
at Taylor University marked the end

of a journey on which she never expected to embark.
She was content living as a Muslim
in her native country of Sudan until
God used her thirst for knowledge to
lead her to him in 2004.
“I wanted to learn English,” Mary
said. “My English teacher gave me a
Bible and I started reading it. In Islam, there is a lot of fear in the worship of God. The Scripture had the
answers to questions I had about salvation, grace and love. I’d never heard
of them before.”
Mary’s intellectual interest in Christ
was transformed into whole-hearted
faith one morning when her mother
woke her, claiming that her father

was dying of a heart attack.
“He was lying on the floor, not moving or breathing,” Mary said. “I started
praying because I had read about Jesus’ miracles. When I prayed in Jesus’
name, he came back to life.”
Her father was healed, but he
was not quick to accept what
Mary claimed to be the source of
the miracle.
“When my family found out about
my faith, I was beaten and locked up
so I couldn’t escape,” Mary said. “But
God opened the door for me and I literally walked past them.”
Mary took refuge in the home of
fellow Christians and came to terms
with the persecution she suffered.

photograph by Brittany Smith

Mary Komy is a dedicated student and mother who relies on God in all circumstances.

people they can talk to.”
A few days ago, sitting across from
Jeffry in my office, I watched his face
as he reminisced.
The transformation was drastic.
Gone was the shamed silence. Gone
was the struggle for words. The truth
was still difficult—but the fear he’d
first experienced had faded.
“Why did you decide to come out to
the entire campus?” I asked.
He paused for a moment to think,
then looked me in the eye.
“In my mind, the issue of sexuality at
Taylor has stagnated,” he said. “I think
it’s become just that, just an issue. I
think we’ve lost the humanity aspect
of it, the people behind the stories.”
The point of his public confession
is not to push an agenda or shift a debate to one side, Jeffry told me. Convictions and differences of opinions
exist, but the goal should be to serve
and respect one another.
That goal demands a safe space

“I believe my family loves me,” Mary
said. “They reacted that way because
their eyes were not opened to the
truth. It was their way of trying to
protect me.”
With the help of friends, Mary
applied to the U.N. for religious
freedom and refugee status. She
escaped to the U.S. in 2007 and began her new life in South Carolina.
It was there that God presented her
with another unexpected path. His
name was Sam.
“I didn’t think there would be any
kind of a connection,” Mary said, “but
he was a very kind man. He was someone you loved to spend time with.
He was a history teacher and had
his education in England. He spoke
seven languages. Many things were
attractive and I was lonely and had
no family.”
Mary and Sam married in January
2008, moved to Indiana, and had two
children. Mary was widowed when
Sam suffered a heart attack in 2011.
“Many times we think we plan
things and try to make things happen,
but everything was in God’s timing,”
Mary said. “Meeting him, having two
kids, and then having him go to heaven was all part of that plan. It’s not
always easy, but the same God who
brought me through persecution is
now providing for us.”
God showed Mary the next path to
follow in the same way he showed her

for discussion.
Taylor provides a necessary platform—but that platform only works if
students step up and use it, Jeffry said.
Individuals are ultimately responsible for their own words and actions.
“I can tell by someone’s language
how they are going to react,” Jeffry
said. “That’s why I wouldn’t tell someone, because I knew that they would
react negatively. How we talk about
issues and people is very important.”
In any struggle, shame stunts community growth, and brokenness does
not define who we are, Jeffry said to
me as our conversation waned. Each
person, each story and each struggle is complex—and stamped with
God’s fingerprint.
“Don’t boil my story down to just
this,” Jeffry concluded, his eyes sparkling behind his glasses. “I am not
‘just gay.’ I am first and foremost a
child of God. Loved by him. Created in his image. And so is everyone else.”

the first: through education.
“We’d met Marylou Habecker
through a friend,” Mary said. “She
came to the funeral and felt that
God was telling her to do something
to help me. She invited me to Taylor.”
Mary moved and enrolled at Taylor
in the fall of 2012. Being a full-time
student and single mother of two
was a feat in itself, but Mary followed
God’s calling to many other places.
She now volunteers for the Justice
Center of Sudan and has shared the
story of her conversion at 167 churches. She works for A Hope Center in Indiana, which aids young mothers. She
also works with groups of immigrant
women, helping them learn English
and connect to resources to adjust to
the culture. According to Mary, she is
ready to face the challenges God presents her.
“Well,” Mary said, pausing to laugh,
“I always believed when God opens a
door for you, you walk in and enter
and he will provide you with everything you need to do what he appointed you to do. That doesn’t mean it will
be easy and beautiful. It’s going to be
challenging. It gets stressful sometimes, but every day is a journey of
his faithfulness.”
Though it has lead her down many
paths she never thought she’d travel,
Mary stands firm in the decision that
sparked her journey to becoming an
American, a student, an activist and
a mother.
“ The one
thing I’ve always been
sure of is God’s
grace,” Mary
said. “The one
decision I’ve
never regretted in my life
is becoming
a Christian.”

OPINIONS

Ted is an all in for love and marriage kind of guy. He
would never wait seven years and have two kids before
having the wedding. He would make it perfect in every
way no matter how much effort it took him while having
the wedding right away.
‘How I Met Your Mother’
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Equality, not objectification
Women are not possessions
but equal people
Zack Taylor
Contributor

Despite much talk of feminism on
our campus, the conversation is not
over. It is imperative that we are able
to continue the dialogue on this issue because it holds immense weight
both at home and abroad. Women do
not currently have the same social,
political and economic opportunities
as men. Across the globe, women are
often objectified, violated, sold and
denied access to health care, education and employment opportunities.
This is a problem created by men, and
men are a large part of the solution.
We need feminism because the
objectification of women is not just
prevalent in the West; women are being treated like possessions all over

the planet. Deeply ingrained attitudes and practices continue to reinforce beliefs about the dominance
of men. Through culture and instruction, boys are taught from a young age
what to think of women and how to
treat them. Our culture then becomes
preoccupied with prescribing appropriate roles to women, stifling them
from achieving their full potential.
Placing the blame on women in the
sex industry is not an appropriate response to this disparity. The sex industry is like any other: It is driven
by the laws of supply and demand. If
our hyper-sexualized culture did not
treat sex as if it were something to
be consumed, there would be little
need for prostitutes, pornography or
sex trafficking. Due to this demand
men are creating, women are victims
of systemic violence and gross human
rights violations.
The injustices women face on a daily basis are much more pervasive than

microaggressions in the workplace or
“discrimination” from the NFL. Girls
from Nepal are being sold to brothels
in India. In China, an estimated 400
million baby girls were aborted under
the one-child policy. Although the civil wars in West Africa have subsided,
the rape culture that they fueled has
not. This is a matter of life and death.
By identifying with feminism, I
am not saying that I support radical
feminism. In the same way, by calling myself a Christian, I am not condoning the actions of the Westboro
Baptist Church. It is easy to write off
a movement if you primarily focus
on the fringe. When we reduce feminism to a caricature, we construct a
straw man argument, a logical fallacy that brings us to write off injustice
and prematurely end the discussion.
The radicals within feminism do
not realize equality is not the same
as fairness. If educators, for example,
dealt with every student in exactly the
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same way, the outcome would be far
from fair. Some students have learning disabilities, while others need to
be challenged. Every student should
be given the same opportunity for
success, yet if all students were treated equally, very few of them would
realize their full potential. Human
beings should be treated equitably,
not equally.
Equality should be our presupposition and equity our aim. We need
to shift our understanding of “equal”

We need feminism because
the objectification of women
is not just prevalent in the
West; women are being
treated like possessions
all over the planet.
to refer to the inherent value of each
human being. A worldview in which
everyone is equal (a God-given, absolute value) should compel us to treat
everyone fairly.

The conversation sparked by feminism is still relevant because we have
not arrived at justice and equity for
all. How can we remain silent when
women are making less money than
their male counterparts and there are
a disproportionately small amount of
women in executive positions of businesses, or when on the other side of
the world women are for sale?
As Christians, we need to model to
the world what it looks like to treat
everyone as Jesus would. This cultural
shift starts within the hearts of men. It
is time for men to start treating women as if they too were made in the image of God.
The goal of mainstream feminism is
removing ideological barriers between
men and women; not natural barriers,
but barriers that have been learned.
We have to acknowledge that women
are marginalized, that there is a gender
gap and that the way we view women has a significant effect on the way
they view themselves. The battle is not
already won. Which side are you on?
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Christians can learn
humility from “Toy Story”
Luke Secaur
Staff Designer

“In a couple of days, everything will
be just the way it was. They’ll see
. . . they’ll see. I’m still Andy’s favorite toy.” In this scene from Disney
Pixar’s “Toy Story,” Woody assures
himself that the toy with more gadgets than a Swiss Army Knife has no
chance of taking his place as the one
with the power in Andy’s room. For
years, the Christian Church felt the
same way about non-Christians. How
dare they question God’s authority in
their lives? Shouldn’t “God says so” be
enough for these people?
Amazingly, “Toy Story” provides us
with a very practical model for dealing with those outside the Church.
Just like the Church at the height of its
influence, Woody of “Toy Story” was
quickly able to quash any potential
opposition to his power. The world

‘How I Met
Your Mother’
The HIMYM finale was
a disappointment
Adam Kelly

Opinions Editor

“Friends” lasted 10 seasons. “Scrubs”
lasted nine. One of the most anticipated finales in television ended another
outstanding comedy series Monday
night. “How I Met Your Mother” finished its ninth season with an hourlong episode, finally showing Ted
talking to the mother.
Die-hard fans waited for that
moment for nine years, catching
glimpses of the mother’s ankles and
possessions. Then each member of
the group saw the mother in various situations. But all fans sat on the

worked the way it did because he said
so. Andy chose him, after all!
But then Buzz shows up. Buzz
doesn’t buy into being a toy. And the
other toys love him.
Woody has no idea how to combat
the way his fellow playthings adore
Buzz. Mr. Potato Head starts asking
“why” to Woody’s executive decisions.
Woody grows jealous and resentful,
mocking Buzz’s belief that he is a
space ranger. All Woody wants is for
things to go back to the way they were
when he was in control.
Of course, Buzz isn’t really a Space
Ranger; we as the audience know that.
So if the solution isn’t to accept Buzz’s
position as a member of the Galactic
Alliance, what is it? At this point in
the film, Woody can only say “because
I say so.” Buzz isn’t convinced.
Later, Woody and Buzz find themselves trapped in Sid’s room surrounded by “cannibal” toys. These
toys belong to Sid! They must be as
evil as he is, right? Upon first meeting
the deformed figures, Woody has no
desire to get to know them. His only

focus is on escaping his captor, Sid.
When these behaviors manifest
themselves in the Church, one can
imagine how repulsive they might be
to outsiders. Outsiders are looking for
God’s grace, not for Christians trying
to prove their own righteousness. All
too often, we’re unwilling to look beyond non-believer’s sinful behavior
at the people underneath. When we
hear about someone whose lifestyle
differs from ours, we quickly answer
“repent!” But it’s seldom that easy for
anyone trapped in sin.
“But they’re wrong!” we say. “I’ve
got the verses to prove it! I won’t rest
until I’ve made them see how wrong
their lifestyle is. Then I will know I’m
right about how I live.”
If our faith is all about pointing out
the sin in others, about asserting our
own power and value, what does that
say about our confidence in God’s
saving grace? We can’t be surprised if
outsiders find that faith unattractive.
Late in the movie, Buzz is strapped
to a rocket, and Woody is trapped
under a plastic crate. Both totally

defeated, a dynamic appears between
the two characters that had yet to
surface. Humility. “I’m the one who
should be strapped to that rocket,”
says Woody. Isn’t it true though?
Don’t we deserve to be doomed to
the same fate as the worst of sinners?
Yes.
But then why does Andy love his
toys? Woody, having learned his lesson, tells Buzz, “It’s not because you’re
a space ranger, pal. It’s because you’re
a toy. You are his toy.” In Titus 3:5, Paul
puts it another way, “He saved us, not
because of righteous things we had
done, but because of his mercy.”
When we look at it this way, demonstrating humility in the way we treat
those outside the Church becomes a
lot easier. Conversing with non-Christians becomes less about asserting
our own value and more about showing them the value Christ freely offers. And to Christ, we can say, “You
have saved our lives. We are eternally grateful.”

edge of their seats awaiting Ted’s initial meeting.
The finale brought disappointment
for many fans, including me. All character development for Robin, Barney
and Ted was shattered. I thought the
ending would continue the character
development that they all had grown
into. But the ending was not as I had
hoped. Ted did not talk about how he
met the mother very much. I figured
that the finale would really dive into
how Ted runs into the mother and
talks on the train with her the whole
ride, then comes back to see the group
and tell them how he had really fallen in
love this time. Ted, every time he “fell in
love,” swooned over the girl and was in
love far too quickly for the relationship
to work. But this was supposed to be
the time that it worked out. It seemed to
be what I expected, with Ted not moving to Chicago and sitting in the regular booth at McLaren’s. He did not leave
the group, which was great. I wanted

Ted to stay. The mother was supposed
to be a part of the group once Ted and
her got married. Another issue is that
Ted and the mother don’t even get
married for seven years. That isn’t
right; that isn’t how Ted is. Ted is an
all in for love and marriage kind of
guy. He would never wait seven years
and have two kids before having the
wedding. He would make it perfect in
every way no matter how much effort
it took him while having the wedding
right away.
The show was not about “How I
Met Your Mother” at all. In the end, it
was all about Robin. Ted wanted Robin even after he “let her go.” Of course,

my frustration continued from previous episodes when Ted cannot get
over Robin and even his kids see it
from their interactions together.
The mother barely factored in and
this greatly upset many fans. The
show should have given more time
and detail to the meeting of the
mother and how life was with her,
ending with that. It should not have
ended with Ted moving on from the
one woman he waited his whole life
for, the one he waited 30-some years
for. I will miss “How I Met Your Mother” on Mondays most definitely, but I
will not miss the finale, that’s for sure.

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to
adam_kelly@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.

Photo provided by: CNN

Ted finally speaks to the mother hidden under the yellow umbrella.
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“We did some good things on offense
but left too many runners on base in
multiple innings.”
Baseball splits two doubleheaders with
Spring Arbor this week
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The Waterboy
This is not a column titled after the 1998
comedy with Adam Sandler. It’s a place to
take a break from the action, step over to the
sideline and let me refresh you with a cold
cup of sports knowledge. Every other week,
I’ll give a response to the professional and
college sports worlds’ latest controversy.

Bigger than
the game
Jeff Yoder
Sports Editor

Senior Jordan Coffey snags a throw to beat the runner at first in game one Thursday with Spring Arbor.

Austin Kight
Sports Writer

The Taylor baseball team’s red-hot
offense seemed to cool off Tuesday,
producing only four runs in a doubleheader against host Spring Arbor.
Coming off a nine-game winning
streak, the Trojans held the Cougars
in the first game, but a lack of offense
in game two resulted in Taylor’s third
conference loss of the season.
“We pitched extremely well Tuesday. Both (senior) Eric Kartman and
(sophomore) Cody Bayle competed
well and (senior) Caleb Miller got
us out of a tough spot in his relief
appearance,” said head coach Kyle
Gould. “We did some good things on
offense but left too many runners on
base in multiple innings.”
In the first game, the Trojans

remained hitless through the second
inning until a two-run rally in the
top of the third boosted the team to
a 2-0 lead. Three costly errors from
the Cougars in the inning allowed the
Trojans to load the bases with two
outs before junior Grant Hendershot
singled through the left side of the infield, putting Taylor on the board.
Spring Arbor responded in the bottom of the third with a string of four
hits, bringing around two runs and
tying the game 2-2.
The Trojans regained the lead in the
fifth after sophomore Brian Moore
doubled to deep left-center, scoring
sophomore Danny Moorehead and
capping the scoring at 3-2.
Kartman (5-3) showed the Cougars why he was crowned NAIA National Pitcher of the Week, giving the
Trojans seven strong innings of work
while allowing only one earned run
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Sophomore Grant Hendershot slides through home in game one on Thursday.

off six hits.
Starting the season with a 10.80
ERA after his first outing, the southpaw now holds a tidy 3.27 ERA and
currently ranks 42nd in the NAIA in
strikeouts per game with 9.73.
The Cougars took an early lead in
the second game, scoring a run in
the first and second inning. Sophomore Spencer Geobel took the mound
for Spring Arbor and commanded
the strike zone, holding the Trojans
scoreless through four innings.
Down by two heading into the fifth,
sophomore Alex Senyshyn singled to
lead off the inning and came around
to score on a wild pitch. However, the
Trojans were unable to capitalize in
the late innings, stranding four runners in a 2-1 loss.
It was a hard day on the rubber for
Bayle (3-1), receiving the loss after allowing one earned run on three hits
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in 5.1 innings of work.
Taylor squared off with Spring Arbor in another doubleheader yesterday, winning the opener 4-2 behind
junior pitcher Josh DeGraaf ’s third
straight complete game. The performance was DeGraaf ’s fifth complete
game of the season.
Down 1-2 in the fifth, the Trojans’
willing rally came behind sophomore
Kevin Fahy’s base-running–including
steals of third base and home–and a
two-run triple from sophomore Grant
Hendershot finalizing the 4-2 win.
In game two, TU tallied on two runs
on eight hits and stranded 10 runners
on base resulting in the 5-2 defeat.
The Trojans are now two games
back of Mount Vernon Nazarene for
the lead in Crossroads League play.
Taylor will be in action again tomorrow as they host Huntington
at 1 p.m.

Photography by Josh Adams

Junior Brent Minta delivers a pitch against Spring Arbor Thursday.

Women’s golf sets record
The Taylor women’s golf team set a school record of 372 last
weekend at the Saint Francis Invitational. The Trojans were
led by freshman Brittany Pfaff who shot a career-low 85 en
route to helping TU beat the old record by 13 strokes.
Taylor finished tenth amonth the 12 team field as freshman Libby
Hansen also shot a career-low with an 89. Taylor will be back in action
today as they tee off at the Battle at Blackthorn hosted by Bethel.

Track starts outdoor season
The TU track teams continued their strong spring campaigns into the
outdoor season at the DePauw Invitational last weekend.
The women’s squad took second behind Erin Price’s victory in the
400 meter hurdles that landed her Crossroads League Runner of the
Week honors.
The men’s squad gave a solid showing as the 4x400 relay team took
third, senior Luke Currens finished fourth in the 110 meter hurdles and
junior Kenny Higgins set a personal best in shotput with a toss of 14.36
meters.

Lacey Holsworth and Adreian Payne cut down the nets
after winning the Big Ten championship. (Story right)

Photograph from bing.com

The highest combination of seeds in
a NCAA title game—ever. That’s what
happened this week. Seventh-seeded UConn against eighth-seeded Kentucky for the National Championship.
Two teams once ranked early in the
season who fell off and came back just
in time for a tourney run. That’s the
big story this week, right?
Or maybe it’s the Masters teeing off
yesterday. Australian Adam Scott defending the green jacket. Tiger a nogo. A record-breaking 24 rookies in
the field, and you’d need a caddy to
carry the bag full of storylines that
comes with the 2014 Masters.
Blindly speculating the leftovers of
NFL free-agency and pretending that
opening day in the MLB actually foreshadowed how the season would go
peaked my interest. However, I come
back to NCAA basketball—just from
a different angle—for one of my last
pieces as an Echo columnist.
The fourth-seeded Michigan State
Spartans were a widespread favorite to make the Final Four. Though a
fourth-seed, the Spartans had been
hot, just winning the Big Ten tournament in early March with a little extra
motivation from a little friend.
Lacey Holsworth was an eightyear-old from St. Johns, Mich., with a
form of nerve cell cancer called neuroblastoma. Though small, she was
the Spartans’ biggest fan. Her favorite
player was MSU’s star forward Adreian
Payne.
Two years ago, Payne visited Lacey in the hospital. But unlike many
stories where star athletes visit a
sick child and go on with life, Lacey and Payne became friends. A college superstar and an eight-year-old
girl, they were the type of friends you
couldn’t comprehend unless you saw
them together.
And if you’re a fan of a different Big
Ten team, chances are you disliked
Adreian Payne. I certainly did. His
forceful, physical play and his chippy
attitude made him a player who often
dominated your team both physically
and emotionally. He brought a little
ego to the court on game day. Then,
he brought little Lacey to the court
on game day—MSU’s senior night on
March 7.
When the two first met, the family worried that Lacey would never
walk again. On Payne’s senior night,
she walked out of the tunnel holding his hand before he lifted her up
on his shoulders. The moment happened right after the Spartans’ 86-76
victory over Iowa on that Thursday
night. I watched from my seat in The
Echo office and hoped to write a story about their friendship once Payne
moved on to the NBA.
The Spartans’ entire team and the
Michigan State family embraced Lacey as her and Payne’s relationship became well-known. Multiple features
aired from ESPN, CBS and other news
outlets over the past few years. Princess Lacey became part of the team.
In the second weekend of the NCAA
tournament, MSU lost to eventual
champion UConn 60-54 in an Elite
Eight battle that took place in New
York City. Lacey was in attendance
and was even spotted sitting with
hall-of-famer and MSU alum Magic Johnson.
The Spartans were eliminated that
Sunday night, March 30, but they actually lost Tuesday, April 8—the day
after the championship—when Princess Lacey died.
And after a great college basketball season ended with epic tourney
performances from Shabazz Napier,
Julius Randle, Frank Kaminsky and
more, one of the most impactful individuals in college basketball this
season ended up being an eight-yearold girl.

FOLLOW COLUMNIST
JEFF YODER @jyode8
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“We’ll take the positives and learn from the negatives
and get ready to go again on Friday.”
Men’s golf fights weather conditions
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Men’s golf fights weather conditions PREVIEW
Steve Nafziger

T

Sports Writer

he Trojans fought cold
and rainy conditions
that resulted in a postponement of the first
round at the NAIA Classic at Brickyard Crossings in Indianapolis on Monday and Tuesday. The
18-team field was forced to return to
the course early Tuesday morning to
finish the first round, then started
the second round immediately after. Taylor finished 16th out of the 18
teams with a team score of 653 (329,
324).
“Conditions were tough, especially on Monday, but we made too
many mistakes to post good scores,”
said head coach Cam Andry. “We’ll
take the positives and learn from the
negatives and get ready to go again
on Friday.”
Senior Elliot Day led the Trojans
with a two-day total of 157 (82, 75).
Day’s three over par second round
was the 16th best score of all the players in round two.

“We’ll take the
positives and
learn from the
negatives and
get ready to go
again on Friday.”
The Trojans showed improvement
as a team from round one to round
two, partly because the first round
was played in pouring rain before it
was postponed.

Baseball(22-14,
14-4)
Schedule

4/12 Huntington (H) 1:00 p.m.
4/12 Huntington (H) Game 2
4/15 Huntington (A) 4:30 p.m.

Softball (26-9,
12-4)
Schedule

4/11 Goshen (A) 3:00 p.m.
4/11 Goshen (A) Game 2
412 Indiana Wesleyan (A) 5:00 p.m

Track and Field
Photography from Taylor University Golf facebook page

Junior Tucker Fahlen also shaved
some strokes in the second round,
posting a 79 to go along with his
first round 84, giving him a two
day total of 163.
To cap off the Trojans’ scoring, junior Nate Sheibe carded an 84, while
freshman Jordan Hall brought in an
86 to give Taylor their 324. Sheibe
ended the tournament at 167 with
his first round 83, while Hall shot an
82 in round one to give him a total of
168. Sophomore Lars Olson carded an
82 in round one and an 89 in round
two for his 171.
William Woods of Missouri took
first place in the tournament that featured three teams ranked in the top
10 in the NAIA Coaches Poll. William
Woods finished with a two-day total
of 587 as every golfer on the team shot
under 77 in each round.

4/11 Indiana Little State Champ. (A)
4/12 Indiana Little State Champ. (A)
4/17 Anderson Invitational (A)

Women’s Tennis
Schedule

4/11 Indiana Wesleyan (A) 3:00 p.m.
4/16 Indiana East (H) 4:00 p.m.

Men’s Tennis
Schedule

4/11 Indiana Wesleyan (A) 5:30 p.m.
4/12 Aquinas (A) 1:30 p.m.

Photography from Taylor University Golf facebook page

(bottom) Freshman Maclendon Aikin watches his putt.
(top) Junior Tucker Fahlen follows through with an iron shot.

Taylor will be back on the course
for the Battle of Blackthorn at the
Blackthorn Country Club in South

Bryce Marsee
Contributor

Taylor softball split their doubleheader Tuesday, defeating Grace 3-1 in
game one, then falling to the Lancers
2-1. The Trojans moved to 26-9 on the
season and 12-4 in Crossroads play,
leaving them just one game behind
Bethel for the top spot.
“(In) game one, pitching and defensively we were really good,” said head
coach Brad Bowers. “We gave up one
run on three hits and made every play
defensively. We had eight hits and had
players in scoring position in almost
every inning, but just didn’t get very
many key hits to drive in runs.”
After a scoreless first inning, the
Trojans were first to strike. On the
first pitch in the top of the second
inning, freshman Lauren Ehle would
record her 10th home run of the season, sending the ball over the leftfield fence for a 1-0 lead.
An inning later, Taylor recorded
two more runs after a sacrifice fly by
Ehle and a RBI double by freshman
Hannah Robbins. The Trojans would
go on to take the game 3-1 while leaving five runners on base and recording just four hits.
With just three runs on the board,
the Trojan defense kept Grace in
check thanks to Robbins’ arm. The
freshman allowed one run on two

hits and managed to strike out three
Lancer batters. With the win, Robbins
moved to 13-2 on the season.
“As a pitcher, I just try to limit base
runners and stay out of the big inning,” Robbins said. “If I do that, I
have faith that my team will provide
the offense.”
Robbins also played a major role
on offense, as the pitcher recorded
two hits and one RBI. Ehle and freshman Alex Lovelace recorded two hits
apiece as well.
In game two, Taylor was unable to
get things going offensively as they
went hitless in the first four innings.
With the Trojans down 1-0 in the top
of the fifth, senior Karon Earley found
contact with the ball with a double to
right field. After advancing to third,
Earley scored the Trojans’ only run of
the game after a sacrifice bunt by senior Caitlin Vukorpa.
With the game tied at one, Grace
put together a big fifth inning. The
Lancers regained the lead thanks to
one run on three hits. The run would
prove to be the winning one as Grace
would go on to take game two 2-1.
Junior Hannah Klebesadel pitched
all six innings, giving up two runs
on six hits while recording three
strikeouts.
The Trojans will be back in action
tomorrow when they travel to Marion to take on conference rival Indiana
Wesleyan in a doubleheader. Taylor
will look to bounce back after the
Wildcats swept the Trojans in their
first doubleheader in March. Game
one is scheduled to begin at 5 p.m.

Bend today and tomorrow. The teams
tee off at 12:30 for the first round.
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4/11 Battle at Blackthorn
4/18 Taylor Spring Invitational

Men’s Golf
Schedule

4/11 Battle at Blackthorn
4/14 Taylor Spring Invitational

Freshman Hannah Robbins connects on a pitch in a game last week.
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Freshman Morgan Allison slides into home beating the throw in a game last week.
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Women’s Golf
Schedule

Softball splits doubleheader with Grace
TU now receiving
votes for NAIA
Top-25 poll

Schedule

Athlete of the Week

Eric Kartman
Year

Senior

Hometown

Fort Wayne, IN

Nickname

Kart Daddy

Favorite baseball memory

Winning last year’s conference tournament
at home

Favorite pump-up song

“Radioactive” (by Imagine Dragons)

Favorite pitch

Curve

Key stat

NAIA National Pitcher of the Week
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